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 Finds on your Doorstep – 2000 years of life in Amcotts - finds recorded on the Portable 

Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk ) – by Martin Foreman, Finds 

Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire 
 

 

The Roman period (AD 43 – 410) 11 records 

 

Amcotts is a distinctive river-bend parish. Post-medieval warping has sealed its earlier landscape beneath 

river-silts, yet precise recording of many find-spots may offer the opportunity to peep below the blanketing 

deposits. This was also where one of Britain’s first bog bodies was found in the 18th century: the Amcotts 

Lady is now dated to the Roman period. 

Roman finds come from north and south of the village. The former are near a wide ditch, and may have been 

brought to light by its recurrent scouring. To the south, field boundary channels may similarly have opened 

keyhole views into an otherwise buried past. 
 

Coins dated from AD 41 onwards suggest Amcotts existed from the early years of Roman Britain. At least 

some of its people led a Romanised lifestyle in which clean hands and outward appearances loomed large. 

 

             
SWYOR-595520        SWYOR-4518C2      SWYOR-44AA96    SWYOR-462827  SWYOR-43EBD0  SWYOR-446FA2      NLM-1D085D SWYOR-1A8D12 

Coins from Caligula to the House of Constantine      Nail cleaner and finger-ring      Posh tableware 
 

 

The Early Medieval period (AD 410-1066) 5 records 

 

Finds ascribed to the early medieval period include a bone skate fragment, perhaps for skating on the Trent 

in a bitter winter, and lead spindle whorls of simple cylindrical forms. The range of whorls spans Middle 

Saxon, Viking and Anglo-Scandinavian types. The lighter were suitable for the spinning of fine yarn to 

make cloth, and the heaviest for the plying of cords to make rope. Two cloth-making whorls are highly 

glossed, probably from prolonged contact with fibre. The largest, and perhaps also latest, whorl shows 

notching from its eventual conversion to serve as a fishing weight. All were brought up by ditch-scouring. 

 

               
     NLM-C93214                          NLM-461605                              NLM-B477BF NLM-15D090 NLM-166FF4 

Glossing from textile working            Larger whorls used to ply cord              Bone skate fragment 
 

 

The Medieval period (AD 1066-1500) 47 records 
 

Medieval finds come mostly from three concentrations. Finds of 13th-century date from south of the village 

were perhaps deposited on its infield. A second group, north-west of Amcotts, might arise from excavation 

for drainage. However, these and finds closer to the Trent may alternatively indicate a strip of slightly higher 

ground which escaped deep alluviation. Medieval finds here date from the early 14th through to the mid-15th 
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century, and may represent the carting of rubbish onto medieval fields to manure them. Other objects 

brought up by the digging or maintenance of later field boundaries lie haphazardly across the parish.  
 

13th-century coins are accompanied by 14th-century dress fittings,  so deposition here did not end with them. 

 

      
      SWYOR-2CB828       SWYOR-2CAC48              SWYOR-2C8C08             SWYOR-2C5CA3          SWYOR-2C43B0               SWYOR-2C2514   

Coins from the infield south of Amcotts are typical of medieval small change thrown out accidentally 

 
 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) continued 

 

Finds from north-west of Amcotts include coins of the late 13th to 15th century and late medieval sherds and 

vessel fragments. Pottery from Humberware kilns or from South Yorkshire probably arrived via the Trent.   

           
       NLM-1CF773                             NLM-C92122 NLM-1D259C NLM-94E408                              NLM-B54E27                     NLM-B48295          

          
        NLM-75CEF3                           NLM-75C685            NLM-75BD7D  NLM-75B3C8   NLM-75AC14       NLM-75A442   NLM-758264     NLM-1CEE31       

Top: coins from Edward I to Richard II    Below: Humberware or Coal Measures sherds & vessel leg 

 

Closer to the river, coins and a coin-weight again suggest 13th to 15th-century activity, along with fragments 

of another three metal vessels. Buckle fragments, a mount and casket key were more typical domestic losses. 

 

        
NLM-6102E8          NLM-8B865B                NLM-C93DDD                   NLM-5F446C                    NLM-60C306          NLM-8BB1A8        NLM-8B9A0D 

                                                    
                                                                     NLM-8B76D7    NLM-739174  NLM-AD9BD8        NLM-742398 

Coins and metal vessel fragments accompanied other elements of a typical medieval assemblage here 

 

Dress accessories and other finds, both from near Amcotts or scattered more widely around its fields, are 

dominated by 13th to 14th-century types. Later medieval costume accessories seem unusually rare. 

 

                   
     Buckles from around the parish          Dress accessories and casket key from Amcotts’ infield 
NLM-3FC86E                 NLM-949D57                 NLM-B5458A  SWYOR-2BF0A5  SWYOR-2C1655 SWYOR-2C3162    SWYOR-5AB296  SWYOR-2C4FC7 
 

Horse gear appears as broken fragments probably swept from domestic settings, and an heraldic pendant 

from north of Manor Lane. These date to the apparent 13th-to-14th-century heyday of activity at Amcotts. 
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                                         SWYOR-2C8247                                     SWYOR-1A30D2                             NLM-1604D8 

Spur rowel and buckle, and harness pendant: the cross-crosslet was a badge of the Knights Templar  
  

 

 

The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 139 records 

 

Given its precise recording, the post-medieval assemblage is striking for categories of object which do not 

appear. Coins and costume accessories of the period 1500-1650 are almost absent, and only 11 objects are 

ascribed to those 150 years. Unless dramatic changes in rubbish disposal were invoked, this would seem to 

point to the desertion of Amcotts.  

The truth may be that late medieval and early post-medieval deposits are those most effectively masked by 

warp. Milled coins from Charles II through the Georgian period (1660-1820) date deposition to the heyday 

of agricultural warping. They are recognisable – which is often impossible in more recently ploughed areas. 
 

Coins are worn halfpennies and farthings, with only a single (counterfeit) silver coin deposited until 1817. 

Coins of George II (1726-1760) are absent; there was perhaps a mid-18th-century hiatus in arable farming.  

 

        
           NLM-8BEF6C              NLM-978C32            NLM-8BA25D        NLM-5F31CA                 NLM-3FBA24            NLM-8B5612     NLM-6124CA 

 Coins including pennies, halfpennies and farthings from 1672 to 1807; no. 6 is deliberately defaced 
 

There are two early post-medieval buttons; most of the rest are 19th-century. They include decorative or 

uniform buttons, but few of the 18th-century, or the plain flat ones which dominate Victorian assemblages. 

 

          

   Earlier buttons                        Uniform buttons; all except the last are 19th-century 
NLM-B4B92A        NLM-60FA9C             NLM-8C0574                           NLM-8BE211                   NLM-60B9B6               NLM-163D00        NLM-15EED6 

 

Decorative buttons may often come from women’s clothing, displaying mixed media or imaginative motifs. 

         
      Possibly later 18th-century             Mixed media and motifs; the last is from a sportsman’s blazer 
NLM-9F6224         NLM-9483EE      NLM-740525           NLM-73DF7B         NLM-739B58             NLM-609736          NLM-163142        NLM-15F96E 

 

Earlier post-medieval objects of 1500-1700 include domestic items: vessel or tankard fittings, candleholder, 

and spoons and trinkets. Fittings from shoes, dress and clothing remained rare, unusually so for a rural site.   

                 
   Vessel and tankard handles      Lead alloy objects           Jew’s harp             Spoons             Finger ring 
     NLM-979B32                NLM-3FF625              NLM-400351         NLM-1D1BC4           NLM-3FB11A      NLM-8B3837          NLM-8C1183   NLM-ADC7A9 

https://finds.org.uk/images/mforeman/medium/NLM39119.jpg
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Lead shot are common finds. Smaller lighter shot were probably fired by farmers from rook and rabbit guns. 

Heavier shot may have been for pistols carried for personal protection, and occasionally from military use. 

 

                     
Canister shot             Pistol balls, the first halved; and a tubular lead slug             Rook and rabbit shot 
NLM-ABDD65             NLM-AD62B9            NLM-977BE6   NLM-8B6282   NLM-73D309      NLM-73C1CD  NLM-1D10A9     NLM-B49656   NLM-608445 


